Song: Annihilate U | Artist: Koresh Ft. SoulYah
Álbum: Get Sirius! | Instrumental: Spiracy
1st Verse
Competition is scared
cause they know when I come thru
with my crew
becomes impossible to
mess with me or you
you know is true
SoulYah get ready to
diss playa-haters too
fools should be afraid to mention us
in a tune
they know my name
Sirius aka The Dogg Star or call me
“Rain”
cause I drop bombs on your game
causing strain
running over you like a train
don’t forget that I’m insane
the more I rap,
the more confidence I gain
lame ass move you ass out the way
I don’t play
with the words I’m a savage
always ready to cause damage
Annihilate your image
and your entire village
I’m vintage,
from any point of vantage
insensitive so anything
becomes my incentive
to relieve you from the pathetic life
you live fool
Chorus x2 | Koresh
Is time to annihilate
these suckers I come to eliminate
make ’em crumble like cookies on a
plate
writing superior rhymes

constantly destroying their minds
the world is mine
3rd Verse | Koresh
You b!tch3s are dying to be in my
position
I’m the playa with a mission
I made the decision to take over
there’s more
in me than this nice cover
I’ve been scheming
ever since I was baby screaming
fining to become the King in the
world I’m living
speaking words that actually
have a meaning
so now tell me how is it feeling
to see on the top
the number one villain
the underdog became the pillar
asking Yahweh to keep me from
being a sinner
exterminating competition
like the camps of FEMA,
being the winner is my only end,
so don’t pretend
to be my friend if what you intend
is to put a stop to my ascent
I’m Heaven sent
so every rule I was able to bend
every odd against me, gave me
the strength
and every obstacle able to brake
to get ahead, to be the head
Chorus x2 | Koresh
Is time to annihilate
these suckers I come to eliminate
make ’em crumble like
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cookies on a plate
writing superior rhymes
constantly destroying their minds
the world is mine
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